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UK session

Attendees: Robin, Paula, Robert Davis, John, James, Ofelia Lopez, Michelle F, XJ, Gwynne
Mayer, Carole Orem, Robert, Aaron Settles
Ja: Esoteric literature – 4 cardinal directions symbolize something?

RB: North normally implies higher. East heart, west intellect. South? Islamic Shia think of
themselves as from the North. Ascent being towards the North.
GM: Where in the body is my ape? Moving/sex center.
RB: I wouldn’t say so.

MF: Sumerian pictures – lions with head of human – not human and not animal. Neither on
thing nor the other. G was also in Mesopotamian region and sure he say depictions of these
creatures.
RB: Refers to them as allegorical beings later – Babylon.

MF: My ape is my thinking – my reason – I have the impression. If I am not keeping it busy
it is doing funny stuff.

GM: Also connected to monkey mind. Evolution or devolution or whatever you want to call it
has to do with reason. Ape reasoning monkey reasoning. Don’t think there is evolution or
devolution – don’t think we have evolved from an ape or devolved from an ape. Think about it
a lot. Conundrum – evolution trip. Not involved the higher being body until we can look at
either or, or neither or – neither one thing or another.

RB: Think G said – on evolution thing – might be in Women of the Rope – about evolution
and he said humanity is a different thing. So you can take the map that has been created by the
biologists – so little trace of what went before – fossil record discover there would have been a
vast amount of intermediate species. Diagram of what is descended from what and how – cir‐
cumstantial in most cases. Rest of nature evolves in context to situation of planet and what
Mother Nature wants to do but man is a different construction – three brained being. Many
reasons to believe that is the case.
GM: Depend on exioehary?
RB: No

RB: Not entirely accurate – there are keschapmartnian beings – divided into 2 sexes – nearly all
vertebrates and invertebrates, but not all. Some can reproduce asexually. If there is a sexual
reproduction, will be passage of sperm to provide genetic material to provide variety in the
species. DNA would be in agreement. Second question of how did mankind come about –
nature furnished physical body, but didn’t furnish intellect – that came down.
Ja: In the context of last week’s discussion – planets would provide the form …

RB: We have 3 bodies. A lot not discussed. G and Ouspensky didn’t want it discussed because
didn’t want idea that you have already got a body kesdjan and would survive your death.
Wanted it in your mind that it might not be the case. Need to make body kesdjan exist … 2
brained beings have a kesdjan body. Did not want to promote the idea of the beast world and
can be incarnated into the beast world. Gg says that by the age of majority … should take one
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lifetime to crystalize kesdjan body and doesn’t . Body of the soul based on reason – problem is
what is normally described as reason by people in the world of education isn’t what G would
call reason. A lot of rationalization is intellectual center being used for no good reason – makes
up stories about stuff. Problem of 4 bodies. Physical going to die, body kesdjan can survive,
body of reason created by life, seed of reason is given … blessed is he who has a soul … that is
about us. We are born with the seed in us.
RD: Pawn shop – squandering inheritance. Uncle and aunt.
RB: Symbolic in some way.

GM: Squandering false idea – false logic. Goes into … becomes fixed.

RB: Think RD is on right track. Refers elsewhere to sperm as most precious possession, so if
you go and pawn it, giving away your wealth.

RB: Body of soul is … 2nd and 3rd body become immortal soul. Doesn’t require a kesdjan body.
If you look at the different gradations of reason and say to yourself they only apply to body of
the intellect, supported by kesdjan body, which also has capability of reason. Look and see how
many there are. Will mention Martfotai (man of light) and not the highest reason. In Sufi
tradition – Shia Islam – Man of Light is a perfected man.
GM: Connection to ape?

RB: Clear it all has to do with women. Why are apes descended from women and not men?
GM: Bonobos?

CO: Struck by his statements. Don’t like the part about us having sex with apes and the cause
of all the problems. Active and passive force? G coarse.

RB: Allegorical meaning. Example of G being verbally coarse – man who shits well prays well.
Important aphorism. If you can eliminate you can pray. In Liverpool they used to have colour‐
ful slang. They would say “he kicked seven kinds of shit out of him” and there are 7 kinds of
elimination from the body. R Collin studies them. Various psychic things that haven’t been
eliminated.
GM: .. the authentic godmother of the incomparable Scheherazade on an old dunghill.’

RB: Where you wouldn’t expect to find her – not where she is. Surprised that when the word
woman is being used, why are we not interpreting as passive half of human being and identify‐
ing with gender. Nothing to do with women.
GM: Passive is receptive side. Agree with that.

“This Menitkel then ‘proved’ by his theory that these ‘fellow apes’ of theirs had descended nei‐
ther more nor less than from what are called ‘people who became wild.’

RB: Symbolic. Prejudiced view of advancement of humanity. Era of exploration from Europe
and ran into native inhabitants, ran into very primitive human beings and had definitely de‐
scended from people who became wild. Mathematics teacher used to say there was a tribe in
Africa with numbering system: one, two, three, a lot. Very primitive tribes that have descended
from less primitive people.
GM: Jung – didn’t give up instinct – ability to have natural intelligence.

RB: Contact with first nation in America – were spoiled and destroyed by Europeans, but when
you go back to their traditions, they have more rational view of nature than we have. Didn’t
want to be in stone houses with stone floors … lit up by electricity. Never occurred that it was
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good – thought it was wrong, but were destroyed.

GM: Also comes our destruction – instinct, natural development.

RB: I know Apaches who can read nature – know that the hawk means protection. Cayote
means life is going to be screwed up. We have lost contact with that higher emotional center
ability. Hopi story – ages that are to come (1850) – spiders web across US – looks like Shaman
of Hopi could foresee the internet. So people become wild and form tribes. Borneo is the place
to go – 150 different languages on that island.
RD: Wild animals in previous chapter.
RB: What happens after Atlantis?

Ja: Octave? 2 brained beings also have kesdjan body by birth and develop Si12 in Air octave –
to Mi48 and Do48?
RD: Can’t self-remember

RB: Don’t have intellectual center.
Ja: Mechanisms?

Ja: Great Work Octave – wondering if Air Octave or passive Octave starts at interval – sounds
as Do. Start of another Work octave – valuation of ideas and proceeds alongside planetary
body/food octave.

RB: 3 octaves of the Work. Not talked about in any great depth. 2nd octave – nobody gets
much experience but fills Mi/Fa interval. Wark as 3 brained living being. 1st Work octave is
all the people in the Work – cells in that body. Orans of the Work are the Groups that are
founded – working with others. Collective existence. Not in my interest to dominate this, but
can’t help be quite dominant, need to mention stuff. Collective mind of this group that will
progress. Nothing that will not be given in terms of information – kesdjan body of the work.
3rd body begins with Conscious Circle of Humanity which we don’t belong to. Fills the mi/fa
interval of 2nd octave. Then you do Work for the Work.
Ja: Valuing work ideas in a different way.

Rb: Being part of the mind of the Work. May inspire other individuals, but they are serving
rather than part of. Movements teachers are working for The Work – if it is a continuation or
improvement. Beyond Fa of Work octave, dealing with imagination, but no reason not to think
about it.
Ja: Imperative to have teacher who has passed through it.

Ja: Teskooano? State of observation – state in which essence observes personality.
RB: Inner mechanism that needs to be constructed for self observation.

RB: Scope – seeing, tele – distant. Tes – Armenian to see. ooano – rituals. Why did he have
to go to Mars to construct the Teskooano?

Ja: from viewpoint of hydrogens – level of H12 – 3 centered presence. Si12 or exioehary – can
only take place in atmosphere of Mars. In atmosphere of Saturn – observation cannot take
place at that level.
RB: Agree. Intellect can’t be the observer – emotional center can be the observer. Saturn is the
intellect. Wrongly placed in the way society functions.
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Ja: Observation of personality can take place emotionally – how? Struggling for presence and
first conscious shock.

RB: Si12 in physical body is for sex – for reproducing other people like yourself. In normal
process of human life is all used for that or eliminated as surplus to requirements. Beelzebub is
stating that it can be used for creating higher bodies.
RD: Also for creativity?

RB: Least vivifying of H12s – is the case that the centers can steal energy for the sex center.
So only if emotional steals from sex center used for art. If emotional center created itself, would
have nothing to do with energy of sex. If intellect created art, not to do with sex. Association
between sex and art – not read Freud, but understand he said creativity is sexual impulse.
Ja: Si12 being produced in enough quantity but not brought to right place – Sol12 – emotional
state of self-observation.
RB: Trogoautoegocrat – substances circulating and where they are stored and can be trans‐
formed. Everything that is H12 is likely to be stored in same kind of place because it requires
a structure. Si12, Sol12, Mi12. Suspect Si12 in testicles of man and ovaries of women. Could
be that Sol12 and Mi12 also stored there.

GM: Think you are on to something about the storage. Storing allowing build up without
crystalising.

RB: Feeder tank – plumbing. Secondary storage – everybody has an amount of fat up to the
point it is used up. General store in the body and there are many. We need to understand them.

GM: Connected to trauma – active storage of energy I the body – overflow. Really excites me.
Always wondered … in psychology, trauma, have constant shock that keeps going on and trig‐
gers these storage units. Overflow and trauma eventually goes to all lower centers.
RB: Must do – in order to be solid. If other centers could ignore it, would dissipate.
GM: If you fast, could eliminate the trauma.

RB: Would weaken its state. We are lazy, so if you aren’t getting up and doing physical work.
Fasting throws body into difficult situation and will start to see mechanisms to what is going
on.
Ja: Transformation of substances happens in atmospheres – we leak it and emanate uselessly and
let go of emotional substances. If we can suck in our atmosphere and maintain could build up
emotional force of Sol12 and that would interact with Si12 and be what is observing from the
planet Mars.
RB: If Si12 used correctly could become Sol12.
RB: Situation

The point is that when the second Transapalnian perturbation occurred to that ill-fated planet,
then, besides its chief continent Atlantis, many other large and small terra firmas entered within
the planet and, in their place, new terra firmas appeared on the surface of the planet.
“These displacements of the parts of the common presence of that ill-fated planet then contin‐
ued for several days, with repeated planetary tremors and with such manifestations as could not
fail to evoke terror in the consciousness and feelings of beings of every kind.

“During that same period many of your three-brained favorites who chanced to survive, to‐
gether with various one-brained and two-brained beings of other forms, unexpectedly struck
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upon other newly-formed terra firmas in entirely new places unfamiliar to them.

“It was just at this period that many of these strange Keschapmartnian three-brained beings of
active and passive sex, or, as they say, ‘men’ and ‘women,’ were compelled to exist for some years
there apart, that is to say, without the opposite sex.
RD: Not thinking about feelings and feeling about thoughts?
RB: No

Ja: In terms of old Work language – multiple personalities or ‘I’s.
RB: Involves that. Will remember it in yourself.
Ja: Atlantis – childhood. Adolescence.

RB: Girls and boys separate – create new personalities, new terra firmas.
GM: No ape language for that?

RB: Personal evolution – you in your life.
GM: Drawn together.

RB: Idea that all cosmoses same – same system. What is said about one cosmic unit can be said
about others. Our own bodies – composed of all these organs and substances going through
them. If you list just the enzymes of the pancreas you already have a long list … if don’t arrive
in time, the body dies. This is the way the universe functions. Some things can be stored and
some have to be stored immediately. Now we know what a cosmos is like – can follow from the
fertilization of egg to death of human being. Other cosmos is solar system and we don’t know
anything about that – probably organs in a body, but we don’t know that. What G says about
one thing applies to everything, but another thing if you can see it. This is about your evolution,
not nature, not planet Earth, not solar system. Will be similar, but this is about you.
GM: Exioehary in adolescence.

RB: Because it is keschapmartnian and I am male can only tell you about a man. Creates a lot
of it.
GM: Woman creates a receptor for all of it.

RB: Logically this must be so … this human being called male pulses to the Sun and produces
quantities of exioehary on a daily basis and will use it on a daily basis and will indulge in mas‐
turbation to get rid of excess. Woman pulses to the moon and a level of energy is stored to do
all the support work for creation of human being – men only need to provide one sperm –
woman builds up every month and then shed. Woman don’t lose daily, once a month. Man
don’t know about that, but clear that it has a big impact that men don’t experience.
GM: Indian culture – Navajo, Comanche, Apache – getting body of adolescent boy ready. Big
deal in Indian tribe. In astronomical conversation – cardinal points are active when you have a
ritual for activity to get these boys ready and teach them the proper use of exioehary – activity.
RB: Apes?

Ja: crystalized consequences

CO: Female having sex with a non-developed – alternative to active force and creating neither
one … non-entity. Ape is not a human male.
RB: This is about you. How does the ape form in you?
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Ja: through kundabuffer

CO: Not having the active force – not making the effort
RB: Passive side that does this – women.
GM: Bonobos

RB: 2 ways the energy of sex center is pillaged. The cause of every misunderstanding must be
sought only in women.
Ja: Every mistake is due to emotion – our horse is the cause of all misunderstanding.

RB: Identification – level of attachment in you is ubiquitous. Most be found in attachment –
can be the attachment of the intellect. Political theory for instance – attach to it, but not un‐
derstood it.
GM: Neutralizing affect if you connect the apes to our three forces?

RB: In a human being it is almost all cases in incoming impressions. Part active to impressions
and a part passive. Personality active, essence passive and incoming event affects our behaviour.
Situation changes if we are present.
RB: How many women remember crushes you used to get as an adolescent?
CO: Hormones?

RB: Those are apes. 2 centers that can steal from sex center – one is emotions. People haven’t
tried to observe their way through the reality of their relationships. Most sexual relationships
are nothing more than identification – they are apes. Emotional part of man is ap and same in
woman. Will correspond to different 2 brained beings. The one that had sex with a dog be‐
comes very loyal, with a lion, dominant …. Those are the apes. Not a huge insult to women –
to human beings. Almost every relationship they had – identification and those that didn’t
work stupid identification. May be that they meet someone that has physical body polarity to
them, and relationship is very solid because they are complements to each other and can work
out emotional wreckage. Emotional center stealing energy from sex center – stealing Si12. The
other possibility for raiding of sex center – one is less common, when moving center using sex
center to become great sportsman – using energy to be better at meaningless activity. Other is
when intellectual center steals from sex center – waste of sexual energy using imagination –
pornography, but maybe not as smutty as that. Even if you have idea that our partner is a god
or goddess, it is the intellect using the energy from sex center.
GM: Imagination goes wild – godmother on dunghill.

RB: One of the most difficult to interpret particularly for W Europeans and Americans. That
part of psyche badly mauled … and when G throws grenade into room – women having sex
with animals.
GM: Viking women don’t fit that mould. Viking addict.

RB: Important – nobody in the Work tells you how to handle the sex center.
MF: In Russian version – not just burning question of the day, evil question.
RB: Leitoochanbros … Leitmotif
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US Session

Attendees: Robin, Paula, Sandra Whitmore, Ronald Jones, Gwynne Mayer, Bobbie Pennock,
Jeff Tripodi, James O’Donnell, Stephen Frantz, Anne Little, Catalina, John Amaral, Brigitte
Dempsey.
SW: First time I read this – it still does afront me – no matter how I allegorize it … Pauline
letters similar. What did women of the Rope say about this chapter?

SF: This passage is so preposterous that it can’t possibly mean anything that it seems to mean.
This really stumps me. Saying something very obliquely.
SW: Exioëhary – women don’t have it. Role in terms of Askokin and Okidanokh. Not the only
one who comes up with this myth. Gunter Grass, Faulkner. Creation of monsters has to do
with beings that are neither one thing or the other.

SF: Trying unsuccessfully to figure out. What are apes? Not real apes. Whenever was there a
theory that apes emerged from humans.
SW: Aping – mimicking

JT: Apes are us because the centers aren’t unified. Man represents intellectual center and
women emotional center and producing us.
SW: Intuited that

C: Key maybe is to try to understand what happened after 2nd Transapalnian perturbation.
Polarisation of the 2 principles. Before were more blended – in alchemical way – alchemical
marriage that originates a more complete human that got broken. Definitely allegory – how
men and women got separated? Polarization of those principles.
SW: Separation of passive and affirming. Thinking exioehary … and when Gornahoor
Harharkh comes down …
SF: Exioehary – H12 or Si12 – highest hydrogen …

RB; Terms that have -ehary on end of them are a series that form an octave – Exioëhary is 6th.
It is a natural consequence of the evolution of food. Women do have Exioëhary, what they don’t
have is sperm.
SF: So picking up from C’s point. Polarization of masculine and feminine – intellect from
instinctive – what would it mean that the feminine part finds a way to join with something even
when it was not a part it was designed to join with. Masculine rids itself through onanism.
JT: Feminine is seeking pleasure and masculine in its head and satisfying by wiseacring.

SW: Separation caused an issue and all seeking pleasure. Women more inventive and cunning.
Men turned to onanism and pederasty – really nasty practices. Seen G use masturbate in other
places and wonder how he wants me to take that. He says kids shouldn’t do it. There is an
intellectual and emotional meaning – instinctual meaning …
RJ: Tried to find a route to domination of one center over other 2 centers – cataclysmic … loss
of childhood and entering into adulthood/puberty, when simple things are becoming very com‐
plex. Took to mean that most would end up on islands with 2 centers, some would become
imbalanced, emotional or intellectual only. Apes fill in for other centers? Imbalance, some parts
of me, some people, monsters – neither here nor there.
SW: Doesn’t mention reconciling … Didn’t come from us and we didn’t come from them. Tak‐
ing them off to Mars for experimentation with Gornahoor Harharkh – sort of like we do with
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moneys today. Remember what GH is …

JT: Third center, child of other 2 – Orage. No joining of masculine and feminine poles – no
child produced.

SF: Shaping up a little bit. May be cultures in which most aspects of life so impoverished that
life becomes matter of survival – peasant life. When you have stunted normal development of
intellect and emotional, instinctual will just carry on. When we reach that low state, have be‐
come something less like normal human life. When instinct gets separated from intellect –
doesn’t seem implausible.
JT: Never heard of Menitkel – same as Darwin – wiseacring.

RB: Only indication that the text gives as to what time Menitkel was around – Tikliamish –
just after 7th world war.
JT: Noticed, but didn’t know what he meant

RB: making the point that there have been world wars before

RB: Why involving Gornahoor Harharkh and what the Teskooano is?

SF: He says telescope, but that doesn’t help us. The number – if it does have to do with the
enneagram – 2857 – where a conscious shock is needed to move up in the food octave – ability
to see that isn’t available unless one is in state of self-consciousness or higher.
RB: -ooano – ritual of union of two keschapmartnian beings is Elmooarno. Teskooano – ritual
of self-observation.

Ca: The way makes sense that we can see the opposite side of the planet – can see far distances,
but also the opposite side. Counter-balance or in Jungian language, the shadow. Opposite atti‐
tude that allows us to observe. Double observation, studying world outside and turning to look
inside at the same time. Makes sense relating to last-week’s reading.
GM: Brings in essence-friend to observe from essence from higher being body – space not
identified.

SW: Think it says so clearly on p269/70. GH not on same level as Beelzebub and adaptations
had to be made until he could come to Mars and act most feely and created observatory famous
in all the universe. Essence friend doing that and only good in certain processes … etherokrilno.
GM: Don’t think GH can be on Earth

RB: Symbolism of planets – only three mentioned to any great extent: Saturn, Mars, Earth.
Earth clearly represents personality. Observation makes from Mars – something observes is
silent part. May say it is higher emotional center – good place to locate would be higher emo‐
tional center, rather than on Earth. Different state on Earth. Saturn represents intellectual
center – GH is level of intellect that hasn’t ascended to the level of Beelzebub and can’t exist at
the level he exists.
GM: Saturn and Mars – instinctual not present when off the Earth?

RB: Clear from character of Beelzebub … that he is observing thing. Descends to Earth to see,
but can see what is happening from Mars – e.g. wars.
SW: May be on to something … apes represent instinctive center?
BP: Plan to take apes to Saturn?
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RB: To Mars

BP: p270 – what is essential in the apes?

JT: Couldn’t work out what GH and Beelzebub were interested in and had noticed.

RB: Difference of opinion with GH and that the experiments were to result the difference of
opinion.

GM: Saturn – looking for wisdom of why you would bring apes to mars for balancing of in‐
stinct? Saturn is higher planet than Mars, so we are involved in developing our centers and apes
are representative of the part that loses touch with those centers. Atmosphere and what we
bring into our atmosphere – by aligning our centers and watching our attention. To me …
masturbation is mechanicalization of exioehary.
RB: The section where he talks about second transapalnian perturbation …

“The point is that when the second Transapalnian perturbation occurred to that ill-fated planet,
then, besides its chief continent Atlantis, many other large and small terra firmas entered within
the planet and, in their place, new terra firmas appeared on the surface of the planet.
“These displacements of the parts of the common presence of that ill-fated planet then contin‐
ued for several days, with repeated planetary tremors and with such manifestations as could not
fail to evoke terror in the consciousness and feelings of beings of every kind.

“During that same period many of your three-brained favorites who chanced to survive, to‐
gether with various one-brained and two-brained beings of other forms, unexpectedly struck
upon other newly-formed terra firmasin entirely new places unfamiliar to them.
“It was just at this period that many of these strange Keschapmartnian three-brained beings of
active and passive sex, or, as they say, ‘men’ and ‘women,’ were compelled to exist for some years
there apart, that is to say, without the opposite sex.

Would appear nobody has made the connection – at the end of childhood comes adolescence.
Separation of male and female – do not interact with each other. That tells you what the apes
are if you follow the logic.
SF: Not having aha moment about apes. Adolescence – see people try out outlandish identities
to find out who they are. Experimentation with self-definition. Something to do with apes.
RB: New terra firmas – new personalities you tried out.

BD: Woman is to blame. Some enormous emotional slap in the face to women would wake
them up some how. Find chapter horribly offensive. Turn things upside down and gets my
goat.

RB: Statement by Mullah Nassr Eddin – Cause of every misunderstanding must be sought only
in woman. Correct if you use woman to mean passive side – man is intellect, active. Emotional
side that identifies and distorts reason. Take woman in that respect and I do – women mating
with two brained beings – actually just passive side of human being. Female side.
BD: Emotional capacity linked to intuition – not allowed to point when it should be because
intellect dominates.
RB: What you are saying is correct. Have to make distinctions when they exist. Manifestation
of higher emotion is wonder to behold – capable of witchy powers – but not to equate with
normal emotional – ruins people’s lives.
BD: And normal intellect also messes everything up
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GM: Lower emotional center is feminine aspect. What mind makes of it gets us in trouble.
Emotions go first and intellect comes in and makes something of it. When you bring in the
higher lose the charge that causes you to identify. I don’t get women, get feminine aspect. As
many men screwed up in feminine side.
BD: See higher vs lower. Don’t see female and male.

GM: About our evolution. Feminine masculine, passive active in each of us.
BD: Find passive so thoroughly distasteful.
Ca: end of p276 – Sirkliniamen.

RB: Exioehary – 6th joy. We are keschapmartnian beings and are only one gender. This piece
of text applies to man. Insofar as it applies to women, I can’t speak. Make the distinction – men
create sperm daily and create it in a cycle based on the Sun. Exioehary in men – crazy in ado‐
lescents. Women different – lunar cycle. No idea whether you would describe worst parts of
menstruation as feeling out of sorts. Man creating half of what is required to create a human
being – woman creating whole capability for womb … all shed. In certain circumstances there
is a feeling of loss following male ejaculation – le petit mort – experience in female much bigger
– whole month of it. Difficult to understand – out of sorts, mechanical suffering – about right.
SW: Most of them ceased to use …don’t’ think of sexual experience particularly in that – oki‐
danokh and askokin again …

RB: G says Si12 (H12 of food octave) can be converted to Sol12 of Air octave. So that stuff
that is being created can be moved over to another octave – coating of kesdjan body. Various
practices – Toaist sexual practices will result in woman no longer having menstruation and en‐
ergy is reabsorbed.
SW: G had certain sexual practices he taught and talks about sex later in this book.

GM: Think he knew tantric sex practice fully. Not emitting or ejecting. Ejaculate into yourself
energy – both men and female. Think a tantric sex book would help everybody.
BD: Not aware of anybody having processed any kind of sex energy

GM: I have. Learn how to absorb your own. Don’t have a sexual act with that person. Not
making this up. Lot of groups in New Mexico and CA – I’m an old hippie – about owning own
sexual potency. I’ve been there.
SW: Might have to do with coating own higher being body.

BD: On lowest rung of ladder and figure if I can observe myself and not … negative emotions
– not stealing energy from sex center. Will leave energy that it is supposed to have.
GM: That is exactly it. Sex center is fuel for alignment of all centers. Just by observing and not
reaching emotionally …
SW: Apes and adolescents – what about old age when everything changes?

RB: Most likely this is what the apes are: there are 2 main ways of stealing energy from sex
center. G said that waste of sexual energy is perversion – not what you do, waste of sexual
energy. 2 kinds of things here and apes marks out one of them. Emotional center stealing of
sexual energy. What we are taught from earliest age by watching TV and movies, proper man‐
ifestation of the idea of love is you meet person who is wonderful and have great sex together.
This is perversion – emotional center raiding sex center. When he talks about female side hav‐
ing sex – tendency to have strong crushes – just emotional center raiding sex center. Not a very
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pleasant message – look at every relationship you had and ask was it emotional identification –
you were an ape. Goes for men as well as women. Emotional center strongly identified to the
point of sexual activity. Apes are descended from children. Imagination running in concert …
pretty much all sexual behaviour like pornography is imagination latching onto sexual energy.
Whenever you encounter anybody who is particularly vehement about anything … dealing with
an ape.
JT: Emotional center using sex energy
PS: Abuse of sex energy

RB: I think he wanted to make it as offensive as possible.
JT: As what?

RB: Self-calm when we are strongly identified
GM: Insult to identify with the apes?

RB: Rodney Collin said that all 2 brained beings represent a particular emotional attitude. Dog
is emotion of loyalty. Cat is emotion of awareness. Horse is running emotional center. G used
to say: wishes it was a human being. Can do that with all emotions, including false emotions –
we learned by imitation of other people. Anger not really emotion.

JA: Getting back to the story – brings the apes to Mars. Already had Gornahoor come to Mars
and build the Teskooano, then he takes the apes to Saturn. What has Saturn got that Mars
doesn’t? If he stayed on Mars would have benefit of observation from a distance. Leaves
Teskooano and goes and takes the apes to Saturn
RJ: Took them to Saturn to see if he could turn them into humans – from Orage.

JA: Talks about experiments on these animals. In Herald – talks about appreciation of all the
pupils in the institute. Something has to direct the attention – La6 is will – highest substance
created or available to the higher emotional.
RB: If there is this disfunction – if you didn’t see that the emotional attaches to anything it can
… look at the apes in ourselves and fix them. Dogs are symbol of mechanical parts and sone
are wild. Dogs around all the centers and have to deal with the dogs around the sexual center
first. Are from a culture – America/Europe – glorifies identification with sexuality. Otherwise
will waste energy in that direction. Maybe requires the intellect – taking to Saturn.

SF: This has been illuminating – bitter pill to swallow – my life has been lived by inner ape.
Made important decisions. Brought up idealising romantic love and led to series of relation‐
ships that didn’t last. Only in latter portion of my life – 70s – misuse of energy in all its ways
… good to see rather than not see – really hits home.
SW: Not just about how we see it an turn on ourselves. G aware of cultural and historical
context – freaks that have taken your fancy … all of us through history and culture. Biggest
concern – war – so on p171 – ape question in America – 1925: not just monkey question, WWI
changing religion and whole of Western world. Scopes Trial – year after he was in America.

BD: That makes sense – totally manufactured trial – evolution – public forum. Makes a lot of
sense.

SF: Sex energy has a power that we don’t begin to understand. See what it does in adolescence.
When expressed externally and last chapter about Tibetans might be about using sex energy
internally when you don’t know what you are doing. You can get into some real states of imag‐
ination thinking you are channelling sex energy in a particular way. Nuclear fission for humans
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GM: Reich and orgone

BD: Aren’t any solutions there either – go and have a ton of sex

GM: Wilhelm Reich was about transforming energy through breath and kundalini.

JT: If Menitkel and Darwin somehow represent intellectual center – not where the solution is.

RB: Correct. We should study more than we do – have to keep going back. Have to know the
bits of inner world when they turn up. Intellectual center is a very good logician and very smart
in handling of mathematical variables and words – comparison engine. Never got an opinion
other than the intellect came up with it. If it is lucky, higher emotional will resonate and will
descend and will become something more. Need to understand … sexual energy really powerful
stuff – Si12 – Sol12 and Mi12 more powerful and more intense than will ever happen to you
sexually.
JA: Any connection between soul question and ape question?

RB: Inevitably is a connection – have to explore the world that is our universe and conclude
whether the information we have been given about body kesdjan and soul are correct. Tenuous,
but may be a deeper connection. G doesn’t run anything sequentially in the Tales. Explains he
has written according to grammar of associations and up to you to make those connections.
SW: Conference is next week – are we meeting?

JA: Runs to May 1st. Starts Weds around noon ET.

RB: Happy to cancel a week and will send out a reminder.

RB: Worth reading these pages over again. Menitkel – why did it matter that he got a manual
of bon-ton and writing love letters? Apes descend from men and it is the apes that write the
love letters.
JA: Is he the Hamolinadir of this chapter?
RB: All your favorite hasnamusses.
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